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Where Have All
The Dinners Gone?
What

has happened to the Portland

dinners? Are they gone forever? Possibly

some puzzled freshman are even wondering "What are Portland dinners?"
Portland dinners in the past have been
fund-raising

activities

which

brought

together prospective students and George
Fox faculty for some elegant lip-licking
well

as

as

The

college-considering.

dinners have been given in cities

West Coast.
Barry Hubbell,

all

along

the

head

of

college

were discon-

relations, says the dinners

tinued this year because they weren't

GFC's time and
money. Portland dinners were great for

effective investments of

public

relation,

enough money
planning and

but they didn't

raise

to justify the time spent in

organizing them. The
College decided that the time could be
better invested in more profitable projects.

The dinners will return, however, in
1980 to celebrate GFCs 90th anniversary.

#

Band Pops Concert Was"Full of

Carrying Bibles Into China

A

Relatively Easy

LaMIRADA,

—

(CCNS)

Calif.

Kenneth Joseph, a Biola College student,
has found that carrying Bibles and Christian tracts into the People's Republic of

China was

relatively easy

— at

least in his

case.

Just as classes resumed this

fall,

his

application for a visa to spend a week in
"mainland China" was approved, and he
'decided to go despite the opening of
school, The Chimes, student newspaper,

He was

involved during the

summer

bags.

Plays Provide

Evening
Entertainment

noticed by Chinese authorities.
Ken told Chimes staff writer Karen
see

how God

is

November

Acting class

Advanced
of George Fox College

presented five one-act plays in
auditorium.

Woodmar

away

worship, prayer and Bible

find his Jenny's heart

is

already given

— to the trains that cross the Mon-

taken in do-

tana praries on their

more and
homes" for
study, Ken

better places.

ing so, Christians are meeting
in private

way

to bigger

and

persuade Clara Marie to come down for
her birthday party. "You will belong,
Clara Marie, and that will be very good.
Believe me!"

"Suddenly Last Friday" starred Joe
and Maria Bales as two young

Geil

singles

who "bump

into each other" in a

In

who

goes to great

lengths to subtly unsell the

House

for

Chris

Nordquist

and

Leslie

Mack

"Rosemary - that's for Remembrance," in which two old women meet on

presented

and

discover through their
reminiscing that they had been girlhood

a

train

who had

fought and parted over a

beau.

was an excellent evening of entertainment.. ..and free! The student body is
encouraged to attend and support the
dramatic arts department of our college.
It

Banquet Date
Postponed

numbers such as Gershwin's "It Ain't
Necessarily So," Morris Albert's
"Feelings," and Carole King's
"Corazon".

The members of the 74 piece band
seemed to enjoy the concert as much as
the audience did. The concert band,
largest in the college's history and 25%
larger than last year's, is directed by Dr.
Dennis Hagen, chairman of the Music

•

department.

Head

of Jews
for Jesus

Speaks
Chapel

at

GFC

"House for Sale, " Leah Pope played

a country housewife

friends

•

said.

ment was a "Star Wars Medley" by John
Williams. At one point in the piece
Princess Leia (Leah Pope) appeared for a
gong solo.

Sale.

or tracts.

more frequently

trombone, Pam Woods on saxaphone, and Dave My ton on tubs.

stage band.

on

27, the

Ben and Linda Dobbeck performed
"Train Ride", in which Wade regrets to

is

flair. Featured in
Dixieland sound of "State Street
Strut" were Lori Dworschak on clarinet,
Ken Wendt on trumpet, Craig Roberts

a piece with a Spanish

the

for groceries.

Friday,

answering Christians' prayers for Red
China. One pastor he talked to said his
church didn't even need any more Bibles

"Although great caution

guitar,"

grocery store while "shopping," but not

inside the country, he cautiously

deposited the Bibles and tracts in parks
and other public places, apparently un-

was "surprised to

"Flamenco

in

missions work in Japan (where his
parents are missionaries), so viewed histrip to China as an extension of that
work, taking with him Bibles and tracts in
his luggage. At the border, the Chinese
guards didn't bother looking into his

Scalf he

guitars for

Featured in the evening's entertain-

Several selections included group and
solo parts. Jean Peters performed an intricate flute solo in the rhapsodic piece

The concert also featured a fully staffed
They played contemporary

Bowder, Lee Nielson, and Bruce Oberst

strummed

music.

"Concertino" by Cecile Chaminade. Brad

reports.

Once

program of music ranging from
to contemporary was performed by the GFC Concert Band in the
annual fall "Pops" concert Saturday
evening, Nov. 18. Beginning with "Fanfare and Ceremonial" by Richard
Wagner, and ending with an encore
Sousa march not on the program, the
audience was treated to a variety of
traditional

Variety

Moishe Rosen, head of Jews for Jesus,
was guest speaker in the morning chapel
George Fox College on Friday,
at
December I.
Rosen is the founder and leader of Jews

He has been a missionary to the
Jews since 1954, training and recruiting
many of today's outstanding Jewish mis-

for Jesus.

sionaries.

Jews for Jesus is a unique organization
which works to bring Jews to a living
relationship with their Messiah through
the use of drama, music, street witnessing, and other means.
Although it is a young organization,^
has at least 60 full-time staff members and
branch offices in many major U.S. cities.
During the past few years, several of
JFJ's mobile teams have visited George
Fox. These include a singing group called
Israelite and Moishe and Ceil Rosen.
Rosen is the author of several books including How to Witness Simply and
Effectively to the Jews, and Christ in the
Passover. Mrs. (Ceil) Rosen is also a very
proliffic writer. Her latest book is Kidnappedfor My Faith which tells the story
of a young Jewish man, Ken Levitt. •

Student Activities Director Ben Bauer
says the Christmas banquet will not take

Trio of Plays

place on Dec. 9 as previously scheduled.

Celebrate
Christmas

Bauer says the Activities Committee
postpone the banquet because
they felt that the Dec. 9 date conflicted
elected to

with too many other college activities, including finals week.
The banquet has been rescheduled for
Saturday, Jan. 13, at the Hilton Hotel in
Portland.

Bauer

The

available soon.

more

details

will

be

•

on Dec. 7, 8, and 9 in
Auditorium.
The plays performed were Othenrey's
The Gift of the Magi, Anderson's The Little Match Girl, and Tolstoy's Where Love

Woodmar

Jennifer Joslyn gave a solo perfor-

mance of "Animal," playing
says

GFC drama department presented

three one-act plays

the role of a

mother who had driven her husband and
daughter literally up a tree. She tries to

Is.

•
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More Than Clean Restrooms

Editorial Policy

by Jean Peters
The Crescent strives to maintain an
open forum for the discussion of issues of
concern to the George Fox College community. Your letters are welcome and will

A month and a half after I graduated
from high school, I flew off to South
America to spend a year with my
girlfriend, Ann, and her family who were

be printed as space allows. Please send
them to SUB A, and include your name.
It will be withheld from publication at

missionaries in Santiago, Chile (names,
have been changed).

your request.
all letters

to

We

A

reserve the right to edit

meet space

limits.

are the opinions of the in-

and not necessarily the
opinions of the staff of The Crescent, the
Associated Student Community, or the
Administration of George Fox College.
The Crescent is paid for and published
by the students of George Fox College

American

had always assumed that all
other countries were just like the United
States except that the people spoke
different languages. After six weeks in
Santiago, I had seen a little dirt and
poverty, but not enough to really bother

All opinions in this section, including
editorials,

sheltered

typical,

teenager,

dividual writers

»

I

me. Then a trip to northern Chile with
Mrs. Smith, my girlfriend's mother,
began pulling the blindfold from my eyes.
We arrived in the northern town of
Iquique with me nearly sick to my
stomach from the long bus ride. Legs

and shakey, I stared, horrifed, at
the parsonage of the church where we
tingling

Assistant Editor

Needed

The Crescent needs an assistant editor
who will start training Winter term to take
over

the

editorship

academic year.
If you would

for

'79-80

the

like to serve the college in

could recommend
someone, please contact either Jean
Peters (editor), or Evelyn Howell (Communications Committee Chairman).
•
capacity,

this

or

Would You Like
To See Your

Dorm

In Print?
Do

you ever have

raids, parties,

pra^

or Bible studies that others
might enjoy hearing about?
tical jokes,

The Crescent would like to run a
column containing these juicy and uplifting tidbits of information.
If

in writing

events to be published in The Crescent,
please contact Jean Peters.

you don't want to write the

yourself, simply jot

down

The battered and dirty house was
nothing more than a flimsy frame of 2 x
sheathed with pieces of cardboard
and newspaper. Inside, one of the two
rooms was a kitchen/ livingroom. The
other served as a bedroom for the fivemember family already living there. The
only light was a single bulb hanging from
the ceiling and connected directly to the
utility pole in front of the house.
"Running water" for the home consisted of a garden hose pulled through a
hole in the kitchen wall. But worst of all
4's,

to

my North American

To

the

GFC

eyes was the

Community:

As a student

you would be interested

short, 5 to 15 sentence accounts of these

If

were going to hold a week of womens'
meetings. I clutched my flute (I was to be
the special music). I wished desperately
that I was back in clean, neat, middleclass Springfield, Oregon.

article

the essential

details — who, what, when, where, why,,

and how, and send the information

to

SUB

•

"A".

Coming Up
At The Civic

of George Fox College, I
appalled by the fact that we as a student body are considering the showing of
R-rated movies on campus.

am

Have we stopped to consider the impact this could have on the Newberg community?

door to

the

film could

entire

film

open

line

of

movies. The Newberg community will hardly fail to notice the
restricted

college's increasing liberalization in stan-

dards regarding the selection of films to
be viewed by our Christian community.
If we as a group are looking for exposure and awareness to the world's
social problems,
then why not exthese traumas first hand by
becoming involved personally with a
patient at Dammasch State Hospital, for

perience
In January, Ballet West will present the
traditional Christmas version of

The Nut-

cracker by Tchaikovsky, at the Portland
Civic Auditorium.
Performance dates are Fri. and Sat.,
Jan. 13, 2:30
Jan. 12-13 at 8:15 p.m.

—

p.m.
Tickets are: $10.00, $8.50, $7.00, Boxes
$11.00.

For more information or to purchase
tickets

contact:

Celebrity

Attractions,

1010 S. W. Morrison, Portland,
97205 or phone: 226-4371.

OR
•

example. Or perhaps with a child in the
community from a family with alcoholic
parents.

Christ has called us to action, not to intellectual rationalization.

Matthew

5:

13 states that

God's people

are the salt of the earth. But

should become
it salt again? It

We

tasteless,
is

salt.

if

the salt

what can make

completely useless.

as a Christian

world's

community

are the

GFC is unique because of it's

Christ-centered curriculum (the salt of
the

community and the world).
would challenge each student

to conimpact of the standards George Fox College reflects upon
the surrounding community.
I

sider to consider the

Jean Peters
Writers:

Janell Almquist

Shelley Ellis

Beth Herman
Evelyn Howell

Kim LaPan
Carol Lund

Debbie Marrs

Mark McDonald
Dave Olson
Sue Patchin
Photographer:

Don

Cossel

LAYOUT
Janell Almquist
Beth Herman
Evelyn Howell
Mark McDonald
Dave Olson
Evelyn Pease

machine.
Trying not to sound worried, I turned
to Mrs. Smith and whispered "Are we going

to

stay

In Christ,

Rob King

hereV To my

relief

she

answered no, that we would be staying in
a nicer part of town.
\
The home we were taken to was
definitely nicer, but still far from my concept of nice.

Mrs. Smith and I had to share a single
bed which was only about two-thirds the
width of an average American twin-size

The flea-infested mattress had a
foot-deep gulley down the middle. We
had to prop ourselves back-to-back on
our sides to keep from rolling over on top
of each other.
bed.

I'd always wanted to experience an
earthquake (foolish me). The first two
night in Iquique we were shaken out of
bed by mild earthquakes which swiftly
squelched that desire.
That was my first experience of
"culture shock" and it would have been
impossible for me to cope with those that
came after without the Lord's help. During the next few months as I traveled
through different parts of Chile, I even
became accustomed to wood and paper
shacks. I began to think, "Well, maybe
this isn't going to be so bad after all." I
still

had much to

learn.

seats. We grimaced at each other in
mutual discomfort. We'd traveled nonstop for over six hours, and Mother
Nature's gentle urgings were becoming an
irresistible demand.
Finally Mr. Smith went up to ask the
driver when we were going to have a rest
stop. He'd scarcely finished the question

before the man slammed on the brakes.
The door flew open and the bus emptied

out in seconds.
I stepped out slowly, confused because
I didn't see anything that even resembled
restrooms. Then my purse dropped to the
ground and I stood open mouthed as fifty
men, women, and children "did their
thing" all over the road. My eyes popping
out of the lenses of my glasses, I grabbed
Mrs. Smith's arm and pleaded, "What do
I do?" Already crouching, she replied,
"Pull down your pants and go!"
My "awakening" was more than rude,
it was shocking. But here apparently was
God's way of forcing me to look beyond
the comfortable little world that I'd lived

and

in for 18 years

of

a

to face the full reality

with

culture

different

wholly

different standards.

Before

I

went to Chile, I'd always been
I judged people by

a very critical person.

my own

preconceived standards.

If

they

measure up, I mentally rejected
them. But through seeing the joy of even
the poorest Chileans who had come to
know the Lord, and after observing the
didn't

loving attitude of the missionary family

One damp, sweaty afternoon as our
bus slipped along a muddy road in the
Andes mountains (this time while
vacationing in neighboring Bolivia with
the Smiths),

Ann and

I

shifted in

our

I

God has a purpose for all types of people. He loves them
and is concerned for their salvation. And
lived with,

I

realized that

as His child,

them

I

need to accept and love

•

also.

Middle Income Student
Aid Bill Signed
—

A
D.C. (CCNS)
measure making more
students eligible for federal grants and
loans has been signed into law by Presi-

WASHINGTON

student

Showing one R-rated
the

bathroom; a shakey, wooden outhouse in
the backyard boasting a cracked toilet
stool and an ancient wringer washing

aid

dent Carter.
Called the Middle Income Student
Assistance Act as it went through Congress (where it was passed just before adjo rnment), it was the Carter administration's substitute for tuition tax
credit legislation,

Under the new law

(called Public

Law

95-566), Basic Educational Opportunity

(BEOG)

be available to 1.5
million middle-income students. In addition, some 450,000 students from middle
and upper-income families will be able to
on
subsidies
qualify for interest
Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL)forthe
first

incomes up
one

to $25,000 (for a family of four with

child in college) will be eligible for the

BEOG.
is

Currently, the eligibility ceiling

$15,000.

The law will also remove the $25,000
income ceiling on in-school interest subsidies on GSLs, making them available to
students from all families regardless of
size of

income.

which Congress did not

pass (and Carter strongly opposed).

Grants

year, students in families with

will

time.

Beginning with the 1979-80 academic

Students from middle income families
be included among those eligible for

will

Supplemental

campus-based

Educational Opportunity Grants and
College Work-Study programs.
Rep. William Ford (D-Mich.), chairman of the House Post-secondary Education Subcommittee, described the new
law as "the largest infusion of (education)
aid to middle-income and working-class
families since the

GI

Bill.

.

•

December

Life of an
What

is it like to live most of your life in
Newberg, then suddenly move to
Africa? That's what I wondered as I looked at the pretty blonde freshman sitting
across from me, and listened to Janelle
Dealy tell me about her life as an

MK

(missionary's kid) in Burundi, Africa.

"We were in Africa for eight
two four-year terms.
when we went over

the

first

years
I

—

was

time.

ly well," Janelle recalled. "It
It

took us four
seemed like the

longest trip I've ever taken!"

Janelle and her family lived

sonal attention helps you a
learn more."

lot,

so

you

During high school Janelle and her
brother Doug, another GFC freshman,
attended Rift Valley Academy, a boarding school in Kenya, about 1,000 miles
from home. One thing she remembers
vividly was when a five-foot chimpanzee
named Sebastien attacked her.

It

was exciting to go overseas... leaving my
friends was hard though, of course. I
remembered my first day in Burundi realhours to get home.

on a mis-

was the last week of school in 1976
was on a field trip. We had just
gotten off the bus and were still in the
parking lot when a big chimpanzee broke
out of his cage. He was just running
around, banging on car doors, but some
"It

and

I

of the guys started to tease him.

Then he

sion with about 50 other missionaries, in-

came

cluding their children, so language wasn't
a problem. "My parents had to learn the

Everyone got scared and ran for the
was the last one in. She was
just stepping up into the bus when Sebastien reached in and grabbed her. "I just
saw him out of the corner of my eye, really close. Then he pulled me out and laid
me out flat on my back.. .he was as strong
as two big men, maybe even three. He had
me on the ground in no time."
Janelle said she wasn't knocked out,
but got right back up and ran to the bus,
which had started to leave because the
driver was scared the chimp would get in.
What Janelle didn't realize was the chimpanzee had ripped her left leg open. "I
didn't feel it at all. I got into the bus and
one of the girls said, 'Oh, Janelle!' I was
wearing white pants and my leg was all

native language, Kirundi, of course," she
said. "It's easy to pick up y'know, when
you're little, but I didn't learn it." She

MKs

spent most of her time with the other
so it wasn't necessary for her to learn
either Kirundi or French, the national

language.

"Most of the talking I did was just like
this with you and me," Janelle explained.
Going to school is a maj or part of every
kid's

life.

Was

school very different in

Burundi? "In Burundi

Page 3
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MK More Than Just "Monkeying Around"

quiet

nine

8,

in

my fifth and six-

th grade class there were only four. I liked
it better because you knew everyone realwell. There were 20 in the whole
school," Janelle said. "In our school we
got more attention, just like at Fox. Perly

after us."

bus. Janelle

bloody. They said later

I

turned white as

Outstanding Achievements

in

sheet, but

it didn't hurt or anything."
Fortunately, one of the guys knew first
aid and was able to stop the bleeding.

They found a policemen who drove
and Doug to the hospital.
While she spent a week and half in the

Janelle

hospital

Nairobi, Janelle collected

in

newspaper clippings about Sebastien,
who turnecl out to be quite a famous
critter. He was the star of a TV show,
"The Oddities of Sebastien," and had
scores of medals and awards. Actually it
was not surprising that he had mauled
her. "They kept him in a cage and fed him
pot and teased him a lot." Janelle said.
She was out of the hospital for only
three days. Then an infection started
destroying the new skin which had grown
over the wound and she had to go back.
"They gave me 26 shots," she moaned.
"At least Sebastian had had his rabies
shots, so I didn't have to have those!"
After four years in Africa wasn't

it

a

lit-

tle hard to come back to the States on
furlough? Janelle thought a moment.
"Well, you don't know anybody, y'know,

and there are cultural

differences.

Africa

You

it's all

easygoing.

In

don't have

to be in a certain place at a certain time.

It

doesn't matter, give or take half an hour.

Here

in the States

it's

rush, rush, rush. If

you're ten minutes late, y'know you get
fired or something.. ..But then it (the United States)
di."

is

more

civilized

Did she miss the

civilization?

certain extent," she agreed.

running to the store

than Burun-

all

"You

"To a

can't be

the time.. ..You

Black History

have to plan ahead by a couple of weeks."
It all sounded really isolated, out in the
middle of nowhere. Not really. "We were
half hour drive from Burundi's second
largest city, which isn't saying much. The
largest

city

is

only

twice

big

as

as

Newberg."

Does she plan to go back to Africa?
Maybe, but not as a missionary. "I want
to be a veterinarian. I've been reading

about vets working in Africa. I'd love to
be a vet in Africa, and I just might still. I'd
be near home. I'd like to work for the
government, probably on the game
reserves."

Janelle sounded very definite about the
work she wants to do. How long has she
thought about being a vet? "Since I was

always loved horses.
always wanted to be a vet or own a
horse ranch."
Next time you see Janelle or Doug, say
six years old! I've
I've

"hi"

and welcome them back

to

Oregon!

They want me to listen. When I want to
they want to send me away. I

listen,

it all I got, but it doesn't mean
anything. I'm Peppermint Patty, Lord!
I'm Little Orphan Annie! I'm Charlie

give

Dr. Lawrance Clifton Jones:

Who Was He?
pay for

their schooling.

school building was an old
sheep shed which belonged to a former
slave. Dr. Jones and the children ran the
sheep out of the shed and boarded up the
Jones'

In 1902, with $2.95 in his pocket, a log

and a cedar

tree,

Dr. Lawrance Clifton

Jones started the Piney

Woods Country

by Thomazine Weathersby

first

Invisible
(Thinking)

in Mississippi.

windows. During the winter, the children

You wear the mask with the grins and lies,

Dr. Jones' story began one day in 1902
as he sat on a log, the sound of a clear,
running stream behind him, and the sun
dancing on the ground, before him.

up outside the too-small building.
Some had to wait hours in the cold before
their turn came to go inside.
As the years progressed, Dr. Dulany, a
white lumber owner, donated the first

which hide your frowns and the hate in
your eyes, (you think). A host of upside
frowns and cheap grins. Just pretending to be my friends. You see
everything around you. You see
yourselves and your over active imagination. Everything and anything,
but me. You refuse to see me because
you want to make me invisible. (Stand
looking up talking to God)
God! I'm turned off because I want to be
who you made me. They don't want me

Life

A

School

young man approached and sat
down beside him. Dr. Jones asked him to
read to him. The young man replied, "I
don't know how to read, sir." So Dr.
Jones proceeded to teach him how to
read. The next day another youth came,
and another, until Jones was instructing
over 200 children. The students brought
him sacks of potatoes and peas to help

lined

dorm

to the Piney

Woods

School. Dr.

Jones and the children worked hard on
the building. They had just completed it
when a tornado destroyed the building.
On July 14, 1976, Dr. Lawrance Clifton Jones died at the age of 92. The
dreamer died, but his dream still lives. Dr.
Jones instilled into the hearts of many
love and the joy of serving Christ. •

who you made me. They want to
make me over and say your job wasn't
good enough. They want me to be
nothing. To sit back and say nothing.
Lord they want to make me invisible.
Nobody wants to see me. I want to sing.
They want me to hum. I want to talk.
to be

Brown!!!
I'M INVISIBLE.
I'm the background. I'm the woodwork.
Lord, they have taken your child and
shut me out! I'm the ghost of the
Christmas past! I'm a ship on a raging
sea! I'm the Lone Ranger!

I'M INVISIBLE, LORD,
I'M INVISIBLE.
(Turn to audience) Does another shade of
color offend you? Does the color of
ones skin make him less a man? Are we
not all entitled to God's glory? And
does he not love us all, just the same?

We

LOVE God and hate each
We are sisters and we're brothers

can't

other.

and we can't change that unless we get
out of the family of God. We can't fade
each other out.

We can't make
LOVE GOD.

other invisible and

do then there

is

Something

wrong

each
If

we

something wrong.

relationship with God...

with

our

It's invisible.

Don't burn no bridges as you pass this
way. It might be the one you'll need to
pass back this way someday.
•

December
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Head Librarian
Discusses

Shambaugh
McNichols has been head
GFC for over 20 years. She
has a masters degree and frequently
attends summer workshops related to her
Genette

librarian at

work.
Miss McNichols states that the heart of
the school is its library. If Shambaugh
Library doesn't have the material you
need, It most likely can be obtained
through inter-library loan or Acco-

dicate author.

search.

familiar card

Miss McNichols' job is to coordinate
placing and maintaining library materials
on the shelves. It is also part of her job to

up a budget for the library.
The library staff works very hard. The
•*

set

.

The main difference between the
two is that in the Library of Congress
method, the call number begins with a
letter which indicates subject. Also, each
author has his own number. However, in
system.

head librarian expresses a need to find
to work with cataloguing books

someone

for next year. Currently, several of the
library

staff

are

cataloguing

which

them from purchasing new

prevents

books and tracing down magazines which
have been lost in the mail.

The

other than student aides, inMrs. Mary Parks, Periodicals;
Mrs. Chris Schlarbaum, Reader's Service; Mrs. Audrey Burton, Reference;
and Barbara Voth, Secretary.
Though the library is currently run on
the Dewey decimal system, Miss McNichols says that some libraries are converting to the Library of Congress
staff,

cludes

Dewey decimal system a number is
used to designate subject and letters inthe

Miss McNichols also says that the
files may soon bacome obsolete. Plans to convert the campus
library to a computer system which were
originally set for 1980 have been moved
back to 1981. Such a conversion would
involve a computer terminal which would
be hooked up to either the Ohio Computer Library Center or to the
Washington Library Center network.
Miss McNichols prefers the latter.
Shambaugh Library is open
to the
public. In addition to

high

Fox

students and

school
teachers, and the elderly of this area also
use our resources. This means that about
1000 total people are making use of the
staff,

schoolers,

public

library facilities here.

The library is constantly growing and
improving. In approximately three years,
work is scheduled to begin which will
double both the current capacity and
contents of Shambaugh Library.
•

Books, Books,

Who's Got the Books?
is a problem in every
on a Christian college cam-

Missing books
library even

which employ the police departments to
retrieve overdue books which are then
considered stolen.

pus.

Several hundred

is

only a rough es-

number of books and
which have disappeared from
Shambaugh library over the past few
years. This problem is serious because
books cost money and are hard to re-

timate

of the

periodicals

place, impossible if they are out of print.

Dr. Xe Shana addressed this problem
one day in chapel. Within a short time, 40
books were returned, 30 within an hour
after chapel.

Please check out the books you use.
is very simple and you

Student Aides Praise
Work Study Library Program
"All in

all, it's

a

good job," says Larry

Sprouse, a George Fox freshman, when
asked how he likes his work study position as a library aid in Shambaugh
library.

Sprouse's opinion is shared by most of
the students who work in the library. Two
of these students are Janell Almquist,

who

has worked in

years,

Shambaugh

for three

and Carol Helm, another

faithful

him when he started this fall,
good experience.
Almquist and Helm have both worked
to

it's

in the library in past years,

are

still

but say they

learning things which will help

want

encourage students not to be discouraged about the low volume of books
in the

George Fox library.

it

is still

If a

book

is

materials
study use.

Helm

available

for their

feels that the library

own

a better

to the bill of the

person

free,

a book

book

is

is

it

unnot

added

who checked

it

out.

Miss McNichols, head

librarian, states

that at the beginning of next term, the

may institute a baggage search or
door check. This system is preferable to
the armed guards used in San Francisco,
library

or to the systems in

many

public libraries

If everyone will cooperate with the
system, library funds can be spent on new
books rather than on replacing ones we

should already have. Plus, more material
will be available for those inevitable term

•

papers!

can be obtained through a program

This program allows George Fox
students to exchange books and
magazines not only with Warner Pacific
College but also with many other colleges
and universities. Other schools involved
include

A teletype system allows for rapid confirmation

of

available

Once

books.

may take as little time as one or
two days, or as much as ten days, for

located,

books

it

to arrive. This simply

means that
when

students will have to plan ahead

they

know

they

will

need

outside

reference materials.

Sprouse, Almquist, and
that students can benefit

library facilities

Helm

agree

most from the

by respecting the

right of

others to a quiet study place, and by
utilizing all available

means of obtaining

materials.

Also, they encourage students to seek
the assistance of the student aids

is

If

is

called Acco-search.

Baptist College.

the

you need

not

respectively.

Sprouse, Almquist, and Helm all agree
that one of the best aspects of their job is
that they meet many of the other
students. They also enjoy library work
study because it isn't overly strenuous or
grubby and offers a variety of tasks.
General duties include checking out
books, shelving books, typing, filing, and.
assisting other students.
They also feel their job to be advantageous because work hours are flexible
and can be arranged to suit their
schedules. Also, through working in the
library, they become very familiar with

if

a good chance

Columbia Christian College,
Oregon State University, and Judson

their prospective professions,

books.

returned, the charge for the

elementary teaching and library science

them with

easily

to

that

new

book

it

library facilities fairly well. But they

the library.

but that

the

like replacing

All three feel that students utilize the

available here, there

fairly

may renew

for a longer time. This process

has been in
the past. She says students seem to be
more considerate of each other.
However, there is still room for improvement.
place to study this year than

returnee currently in her fourth year at

Sprouse said that library work was

The procedure

librarians.

and the

•
heads) exists. However, few are aware

Faces, New Names
Shambaugh Library

New
in

that the library subscribes to 500 different

magazines. Not everyone is acquainted
with the microfilm room, records, music

basement stacks (accessible to
mounted pictures
which can be checked out for one month.
room,

librarians only), or the

New to the college library staff this year
Chris Schlarbaum (Reader's

are Mrs.

Service)

and

Mrs.

Mary

Parks

(Periodicals).

Mrs.

Schlarbaum is in charge of
Her department deals

The

library also maintains a vertical

file

which contains pamphlets and folders
with information on various subjects.
The Reader's Guide to Periodical
another valuable study tool

reader's services.

Literature

with fines, scheduling student workers,

available in the periodical section of the

placing books on reserve, and the Accosearch system, an inter-college book ex-

library.

change program.
Mrs. Schlarbaum has a masters from
Eastern Oregon State College. This is her
second year in Newberg, but her first at
George Fox.
Mrs. Mary Parks is also a second-year
resident of Newberg. Most students know
that the periodical section (which she

aren't able to find materials.

Many

is

complain that they
However,
the example of one girl

students

Mrs. Parks

cites

who commented

in surprise that she'd

been able to find everything that she had
listed.

The library staff can help solve most
problems with locating materials. Just
ask!

•
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MERRY CHRISTMAS?
by Beth Herman
You remember

all

the energy of your

second grade creativity poured into a
newspaper-stuffed paper bag, which cotton and crayons rendered Santa. Mother
loved

it

and

it

sat in the center of the table.

Stuffed Santas were

all

a part of lear-

and we learned well. We have a
brown paper day
empty and upright,
simple and waiting only to be filled with
our own joyful festivity. It asks no orning,

—

namentation,
exaggeration

"Much

elaboration,

— only celebration.

too plain,

too

stark,

realize,

the

up

"Not

at all festive."

day over,
trash, tie

some

stuff

it

it

tight

So we knock

with some wadded

and big and paste on

pitiful "pretty"

type decorations to

create a "beautiful" holiday.

"Deck

the

with boughs of
Behind the decking
and falala's sits a brown-paper simple
celebration, a joyful worship that Jesus is
wanting to fill with quiet rejoicing.
halls

holly.. .Falalalala..."

or

MAY YOUR CHRISTMAS
"

we

BE

GENTLE ... AND SINCERE.

•

brate
by Beth Herman
We've just emerged from Thanksgivwhich we celebrated the Lord's
abundance given. Almost before the
turkey was digested, we were in the treed
and tinseled shopping mall, staggering under more abundance bought and bagged.
Proud, because one Merry Christmas is
already half purchased and 25 more shopping days still to come.
We live in a day where Christmas has
been reduced to a storm of giving, getting,
accumulating more and more. Now giving isn't all that bad an idea, especially
when it's born of joy of the Christ-gift
received. Especially when it's born of
ing, in

I

Jesus

love.

But we, as the kingdom of God, must

make it happen purely. We see
and hear its fruits perverted when the TV
tells us "Don't feel bad... everyone returns
Aunt Milli's gifts" and "Come buy what,
you didn't get for Christmas." Satan
Claus - oops! - Santa Claus becomes the
champion and a nickel in a Salvation
struggle to

Oratorio Choir

Army kettle quickly erases black-andwhite hungry magazine ad children. We
shop, frantically, for the man who has
everything while those who have nothing
never enter our mind or our Christmas
list.

We

must

this evil spirit

refuse, rebuke,

Concert Combines
Classic

and remake

The

of giving.

by

phil

The first performance took place at the
Newberg Friends Church at 3 p.m. The
second was given at the Reedwood
Friends Church in Portland at 7:30 the
same evening.
The program combined traditional and
modern selections from two different
works. First on the program was Antonio
Vivaldi's Gloria, written in 1708.

Ron

frank

A:

How many

packages

will

Christmas

Christmas only fits in heart-size
opened, emptied, eager...

spaces

HE'S /MAKINJG

tosr of umr he wamts f&x\
lUB CATAlOG tor. CQPS&W&fr..

a

F£EDRIOC£ Of WU.VHOtX>\
Berkeley. CA.

It is

a

popular oratorio which the George Fox
choir performed completely in English.

Q:

&

Choir,

mances.

fill?

© COLLEGE MEDIA SERVICES box 4.244

Oratorio

Hagen, presented
their
annual concert on Sunday,
December 10. There were two perfor-

Story

1% MCT (PSETTW

Fox

directed by Dr. Dennis

"Every good and every perfect gift is
from above and cometh down from the
Father of Lights..." (James 1:17) We're
His children! As His light warms us and
His hand holds us, Christmas truth grows
quiet inside. His perfect gift was given
simple, unadorned in stable-rough love,
newborn. As the newborn Christmas
baby enters our heart and matures, our
giving becomes genuine, refusing the
bonds of boxes and bows. Its warmth
spills over in words, hugs, and true gifts
Santa never could promise.
#

FRANKLY SPEAKING

George

and Modern

94704

—

Nelson's
(1959)

The

completed

Christmas.
the

concert.
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abortion:
life

by Mick Holsclaw
Abortion is a current issue which is
deserving of thought by all Christians.
This month, Oregonians were faced with
the question of whether abortions should

be financed by state funds. Many of us
know people whe have engaged in
premarital sex resulting in conception
and consideration of abortion. All of us
have heard of babies conceived through
rape and babies who have serious congenital
defects.
Abortion has been
suggested and largely accepted as the
logical action in such cases. There are, on
the otherhand, people who have banded
together to seek a constitutional amendment protecting the lives of unborn
children from abortion. Such people consider themselves to be advocating establishment (re-establishment?) of the
right to

life.

SHOULD WOMEN HAVE THE
RIGHT TO CHOOSE?
One of the most pervasive thoughts
about abortion and the rallying cry of the
pro-abortion forces is that women should
have the right to choose. Like many popular thoughts about serious problems, and
like most rallying cries, the thought that
women should have the right to choose is
moral nonsense. Only after the central
questions concerning the morality of
abortion have been answered does the
"right to choose" argument make any
sense.

central question

born fetus

is

alive,

and

is

if

IS

THE

whether an unwhether this

so,

same protections

tinguish the onset of

There are indeed a number of very difCases where one might be inclined to say that even if the fetus is a
human being, it might be the lesser of two
evils to kill it. But I am aware of cases
where doctors have been mistaken, where
severe RH factor problems with a 99.9%
probability have not materialized, where
babies predicted to be retarded have turned out to be normal, where persons with
Down's Syndrome have lived long and

Any number of
drawn during the

life.

lives. If we are willing to kill
human beings because they are genetical-

happy

ly defective,

WHAT OF THE SOVEREIGNTY OF
GOD?

when

life

begins.

The Supreme Court of

the

States has decided that during the

United
first six

months of its existence (I dare not use the
word life) the fetus has no right to the
protections
will

accorded to other

human

However, a quick review of the law

show that such a fetus has

inheritance

curious indeed that a first
trimester fetus can be protected from the
theft of its inheritance but cannot be
protected from being killed.
rights.

It

is

Christian, there

is

.

To the vast majority
seeking abortion, I would say
you have had several choices already.
You have had the choice of whether or
not to engage in intercourse where
pregnancy is an undesirable possibility.
You have had the choice of whether or
not to use contraceptives. You have had
the choice of several contraceptives with
differing degrees of effectiveness. Now
you are pregnant. Now it is my turn. I
choose to protect the lives of the unborn.
choose for oneself.

Music Theatre
To Perform
My Fair Lady

reasons for lyin& in various situations,
has already set the standard "do not

seem disastrous, God
"do not
has already set a standard:
murder." Webster defines murder as "to
kill unlawfully and with malice." Malice

The

George

Theatre

will

defined as " evil intent or forethought."

Whew! There

My

musical,

the resultant birth

is

women

of

an added and decisive

while I might envision a number
of circumstances where pregnancy and

18,

19,

Fox

Fair Lady, on January 16,
in Woodmar auditorium.

Main

characters in the cast include:

Eliza

Henry Higgins
Colonel Pickering

who is to say it is evil? Who,
indeed, but the God of Abraham, Isaac
and Jacob. The God of the Bible says that

Mrs. Einsford Hill
Mrs. Higgins

His redemption reaches deep enough to

the

and 20

Doolittle

forethought,

Freddy

Bonnie Johnson
Curt Johnson
Wayne Lindsay
Loren Russell
Chuck Hernandez
Janine Myers
Leah Pope

Harry
Jamie

and PIZZA

i

to take

home

Phone ahead
for prompt
service

538-2022

I

Jim

251 5 Portland Rd.

Still

Wes Oden

SALADS
SANDWICHES

i

I

Music
Broadway

College

present

no United States law
against abortion, and while there is
is

womb.

right to choose. In an age of many
and the assertion of those rights,
none seems more sacred than the right to

to

And

in the

The

God
lie."

even

rights

the
every moral question:
revealed will of God. As all of Christ's disciples think up all manner of good

factor

lives

BUT WHAT OF THE RIGHT TO
CHOOSE?

not specifically Christian because I know
some who read this are not disciples
of Christ. But to those of us who are

One wonders

abortion.

over our

that

the casual policy related to the determina-

whether the difference in approach is due
to the fact that the people discussing the
ending of life are aware that the principle
they endorse may be applied to the ending
of their own lives, while one who is discussing abortion is reasonably assured
that his own life is not in jeopardy from

use every circumstance of our life to contribute to the achievement of His purpose. Our God says that He is presiding

To this point I have argued this case
primarily from the point of view which is

an amazing contrast between

the careful conservative policy applied to
the determination of when life ends and
tion of

or the result of rape or incest

and thus unwanted, why not wait until
they are born and proven to be seriously
detective, proven to be unwanted? Then
kill them if you believe it to be right.

without the tiresome responsibility of
making use of effective contraceptives
find it convenient to draw lines late in
pregnancy. They are free to "terminate"
"potential life" for the sake of those
already living.
is

AND

ficult cases.

development of the fetus to serve the purposes of man. Those who desire the
freedom to have sex when they please

There

RAPE, INCEST

GENETIC DEFECTS?

development of the fetus shows that there
are no clear lines of demarcation that disarbitrary lines can be

Matter of Choice

WHAT OF

ac-

corded to other human lives. Even casual
thought about birth will lead one to the
conclusion that the process of birth does
not in and of itself have the character of a
life-imparting
Life does not
event.
originate at birth. There is no logical
reason to suppose that a fetus a few hours
or days before birth is any less alive than a
newborn infant. Careful study of the

lives.

THE CENTRAL ISSUE
SANCTITY OF LIFE.
The

deserves the

A

December
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What

objective statement about

unique about the Jews
for Jesus Organization?
Mr. Rosen: Basically because we're a
direct contact mission which is geared
to handle conflict. Our people are
trained to accept it as a part of normal
missionary work. And whereas we
don't like a hostile reaction, whereas
we don't like people being angry with

Crescent:

us,

it

is

Our statement

Mr.

it

converts because

from most

It's

is a baccalaureate degree, plus or including 30 credit hours in Bible and

theology.

But, we don't accept people who
have graduated from seminary before
they apply to us. When we want
someone to go to seminary, this includes most of our men and a good
many of our women, they go to
seminary after they are on staff. They
get the staff position first and then
spend every other year in seminary.
Crescent: Is Jews for Jesus most concerned with reaching non-Christian Jews,
Christian Jews, or just non-Christians

enthusiastic.

downtown

That doesn't mean that

mean
much to most people. For example,
when you field-test a tract, you give out
thousand

Then

in
in

Fantastic

Fish and

V* lb.

Burgers

thinking that
both married,

would.

I

When we

were

was a professing atheist

I

and he was a professing agnostic, only
we got married in an orthodox Jewish
synagogue. We were orthodox by
culture.

Then he met someone on the street
corner once who witnessed to him, and
really not interested in
Moishesaid
4

Tm

knowing about

Jesus, if it's true, at this
time. Stop talking to me about it."

San Fancisco,

that

30 the

1

dealing with

Campus Affairs
results of

200

on campus.

Ninety-four

questionnaires

returned. Thirty-four of those

I

me instead.

I

really did believe in

felt

suddenly

God after all.

was not really an atheist, and I
became curious about the New Testament. When I read it, I became a
I

believer.

through my becoming a
was confronted with this
question that he had set aside for four
years, and finally came to the point
where he couldn't deny anymore that
he was really just running away from it,
•
and he really did believe.

Then

believer he

Cuckoo's Nest Survey

questionnaires distributed to George Fox
students during the previous week. The
purpose of the survey was to determine
student opinion on the showing of the
movie One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest

Chips

I

became a Christian. I'm his wife, and I
became a Christian first, without ever

determines success.

On November

Halibut

a

So this fellow stopped witnessing to
him and he and his family started praying from him, and they prayed for him
for four years. At the end of the time he
was not a Christian, but God began

Committee compiled the

Pizza

long one

that's a

how Moishe Rosen became
Christian is involved with how

Los Angeles, New York, or Boston,
where we have our branches, should
hand out, between the two of them, a
minimum of fifteen hundred tracts an
hour. Anything less is unsatisfactory.
How many more they go over that

Results' of

Al's Drive In

Rosen become a

because

synagogue doesn't want them in attendance any more. And we just point
them to any good, evangelical, Biblebelieving, -preaching church we feel

one area in a two-day
two weeks you should

did Mr.

story behind that.
Well,
Mrs. Rosen:

going to the synagogue. If they stop going to the synagogue, it's because the

so esoteric that they wouldn't

How

Christian? We've heard there's quite a

When Jews accept Christ, do
you have them stop attending the synaogue, or what kind of church do you
point them to?
Mrs. Rosen: We don't tell them to stop

Mr. Rosen: The standards we go by are

period.

suitable for them.

Crescent:

Crescent:

success?

five

so

believe that the

location in

pastors that are

and we can usually
point them to a church in their area, in
community, that would be
their

and failure in work units. For example,
two people handing out tracts in a

over a long period of time. We are. But
Christian work should be fun.
Crescent:
How successful do you feel
your ministry is? Do you have any standards that you use to gauge your

would say we're making an

we

local

Bible-believing,

We tend to measure our own success

we're not willing to do difficult things

in general?

try

the

pastors,

harvest will be slim.

We try a lot of things that fail, like
sky writing. We tried that.. ..but we
didn't see any observable results.
We'll try radio spot announcements.
I've got one with me. We'll try almost
anything as long as we enjoy doing it.
We think that God wants us to be

benefits.

them find a specific church to go to?
We usually know the
Mrs. Rosen:

Holy Spirit really moves people.
Sometimes the Holy Spirit is moving
people and with very little effort on our
part many will come to the Lord. Other
times, we can knock ourselves out
working and persuading and handing
out literature and going door to door
and making phone calls, and the

important that it be fun
for us to do, because part of what we're
able to do and give requires a high
degree of enthusiastic emotional involvement on our part, and if it
becomes drudgery, we lose that.
But if it's legal, if it's moral, if it's
scriptural, if it's fun, at least if it's not
anti-scriptural, we'll probably try it.

And so we
more applicants.
Crescent: Don't you require a degree?
Mr. Rosen: Our educational requirement

I

essentially

fun?

generally have

Mr. Rosen:

is

we

mine the standards of success in adit doesn't measure up, then
it's a failure and we won't continue with
it. So of our projects, most of them are
failures. But when we break through
with one that works, it really works!
We don't go by the numbers of

thing

first

Secondly,

Mr. Rosen:

Jewish missions is that our personal
and educational standards are quite
high. We probably pay more than
other Jewish missions. We provide
more by way of educational oppor-

and

We're

would be compatible
with in their area.
Crescent: Do you actually try to help

and we deter-

different things,

vance. If

we ask is, is it
moral? Thirdly,
does it make the statement in an apt
way? Fourthly, is it fun for us to do?
Crescent: Why is it important that it be
legal?

time ministry for the rest of their lives.
They serve on a one-year term until
completed three one-year
they've
terms, then they're allowed to do a
three-year term.

tunities

many

/

tneir personality

successful are we? We're

mostly a failure, because

When we're considering a

method, the

26. It's a

differ

Rosen:

pragmatists.

tion, consisting for the

Where we would

Now, how

the Jews?

young organizamost part of
young people. We take on a number of
people who are not committed to a fullis

—

needs to hear that statement.
How do you attempt to reach

that the average age of our staff

members

have three responses or reactions per
thousand. That means fifteen people
through the
have something to say
mail, through the telephone, or they
drop by. If fifteen don't drop by, then
we think that the tract is not good.

who Jesus is.

Crescent:

doesn't deter us.

to left)

'read

'

that He's the

is
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for Jesus Share
(Jews
Hebrew from right
\

King of
the Jews, that He's the Messiah of
Israel. But more particularly that He
died for our sins, was buried, and rose
on the third day. Now this is a statement that we make to anyone who

The other thing where we're different
is

"

8,

were

who had

seen Cuckoo's Nest previously feel the

movie should be shown on campus and
six feel

it

should not."

The other 60 respondents had not seen
the movie. Thirty-five of them feel it
should be shown and 22 say it should not.
Of the 94 total responses, 63 are for and
28 are against the Film Society showing
Cuckoo's Nest.
For more information on survey
results and reviews of the film, see the
materials

on reserve

in the library.

They

•

are listed under Film Society.

Additional Student Housing Needed

538-4447

111 W. First

The increasing enrollment at George
Fox College has created a growing need
for more housing. Enrollment this year is
715
its

and the college has already exhausted
housing facilities. To meet this need,

administrators

are

considering several

plans for additional student housing.
Plans exist to add a 32-bed space for
the fall of 1980, and 32 more beds in 1981,

STOUFFER'S Department Store

but no site has been chosen. Another
suggestion is to remodel the basement in

Clancy and Mary Stouffer

Kershner house and divide it into several
bedrooms.
A three-floor, 82-bed extension to Pen-

Tux Rental Service
538-2790

e

There

have

convert the

to

lounge in
bedrooms.

Hobson

into

also
first

two

Other tentative plans include
juniors and seniors which

been
floor
single

suites for

would not con-

•

tain full kitchens.

jHAIR DESIGNS

*

jr

rumor.

suggestions

1 SNOOTY FOX
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Excellent Styles*Reasonable Prices

Newberg Plaza

nington is under consideration. If built,
the addition would extend south into
what is now the parking lot.
The campus grapevine has speculated
that the college will build an extension
onto Hobson. Too bad, guys, but it's only

rrrra 5 5 5 a 5 1 a d 1 e 1 1 1 e 1 * * » 03

Men and Women

Precision Haircutting

And Blow-Drying

ike's
Medical Pharmacy

Permanents And|

203 Villa Road
538-5715

Color

m

112 N. Blaine
538-7452

|
|

1
'Next to the

A&W
0

Restaurant"

a

m
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Student Chaplain and Wife Share
think

"I

the

most important

three

life are who you're
who you're going to
and how you're going to

decisions in a person's

going to serve, and
serve

with,

serve."

made by Werner
George Fox College Student

This statement was
Seibert,

He

Chaplain.

and stressed

believes in this philosophy

its

importance

Werner chose

in his

own life

to serve Christ his junior

year in high school. Through the influence of Christian friends and his track
coach, Werner decided to attend GFC.
Since then Werner has made several other
important life decisions.
Werner married Debbie Dominy on

He

September

23, 1978.

Western

Evangelical

plans to attend

Seminary

in

Milwaukie, Oregon next fall after he and
Debbie graduate from George Fox in
June.

Werner and Debbie have learned
trust

God

to

for His promise of guidance in

several areas of their lives.

known each

After having

other for

January Werner and
and sincerely sought

several years, last

Debbie prayed
God's direction in their relationship. "It
was really important for each of us to
know that getting married was God's
choice for us, and not just our own," said
Werner. After they were both sure of
God's will and felt a definite inner peace
about their decision, Werner and Debbie announced their engagement on
campus in March.
marriage is one of God's
s
biggest tools to change a person into who
He wants you to be," said Debbie. She
and Werner are learning in their first
months of marriage about willingness to
give in to God's way rather than to self.
After reading We Really Do Need
"I

think

Each Other by Reuben Welch recently,
Werner is inspired to improve communication within
students

his

own

to

George Fox

is

sees

the

sense

community

of

warmth, and caring the students exhibit
as the greatest strength of the George Fox
community. Chaplain Crecelius notes that
many visitors are impressed by the friendly attitude found on this campus. They
feel a "general aura of caring and
openness." This caring was expressed at
Thanksgiving time when students
donated boxes of clothing and groceries
to needy families in the area.

As

part of his job,

Ron

chapel/ assembly program.

directs the

The purpose

of the chapel program is to "expose all of
us to cultural, educational, and spiritual
experiences." Chapels are designed to
relate to

many

that he has

areas of

life,

but

Ron says

found that students want the

emphasized.
all of the complaints concerning chapel requirements? Ron says,
"In a survey of colleges with required
chapels the biggest gripes were about
chapel and the food." George Fox seems
to be typical in this regard.
spiritual area

What about

important

in

We all

need to* be more open and honest with
each other.
"I

would

like to see this

campus stop

thinking of vulnerability as a weakness
and instead think of vulnerability as a
strength.

We

need to realize we

and that

faults,

it's

all

have

not wrong to share

these."

Debbie. "Sometimes it's
share what's going on after spending all day apart."

day

at all," said

hard to

come home and

Werner is a Psych/ Soc major. At one
time he considered working toward a
PhD in Psychology after college, but has
decided he can best serve God as a pastor.
Werner desires to be of service to others
and is looking forward to preparing for

is spent with music and
As Student
productions.
Chaplain, Werner plans Collegiate
Challenge and works with Ron Crecelius
on the chapel schedule. Werner is also
chairman of the Christian Emphasis
Committe on campus. Winter term he

Debbie's time

drama

plans to begin a

groups.
the

He

GFC

is

program for deputation
an active member of

also

track team.

the ministry.

Werner and Debbie Seibert try to
lifestyle that reflects

live

a

God's leading and

His love. Even as they prepare for a future
of service to God, they are finding
many ways to serve Him here and now.

life

Debbie's maj or is music education. She
hopes to find a job teaching choir and

drama in a high school. She will
be student teaching Spring term.

"Because

we

classes

of

majors

different

like to

share

possibly

and

don't see each other during the

Werner and Debbie would

Proverbs 3:5&6 with the student body:

in

Both Debbie and Werner are involved
multiple activities on campus. Much of

"Trust in the Lord with all your
heart and lean not unto your own
understanding. In all your ways

acknowledge Him, and He
direct your paths."

shall

•

a "People Place"

"George Fox students are an unusual
group, " says Chaplain Ron Crecelius,
"they have high goals and desires."

He

so

is

relationships, especially marriage.

interpersonal

and to encourage other
do the same. "Com-

relationships

munications

He

related

educator, J.

noted

that

Edwin Orr,

author and

in a study of

church related institutions, said that he
"had yet to find one case where they enjoyed spiritual fervor but what they had
required chapels."

Why
"big

doesn't the college bring in more
name" Christian performers and

"We don't have the money to
bring them here," Ron says, "and I don't
speakers?
think

it's

right for

high prices.

them

We also

to charge such

don't have a facility

crowd they would draw."
Moreover, students seem to enjoy chapels
presented by members of their own community equally well. "We get as positive a
report on sharing chapels as any other."
Ron feels that students need to be more
aware of the faculty and staff. They are
also people with needs who appreciate
having warmth extended to them by
students. He pointed out that the George
Fox faculty are highly qualified people

to hold the

who

are here for a specific ministry rather
than because of any monetary reasons.
The faculty are also very patient. Many
schools are run on a "shape up or ship
out" policy, but George Fox tries to en-

And how

did he

come

to G.F.C.? "It's

an amazing thing," says Ron. He first
heard of George Fox through a friend.
When he came for a visit he found the
people to be very friendly. "I also thought
they were very square'! I thought George
Fox was a nice place, but I wouldn't want
to go here because the people were a
bunch of 'squares.' Yet I felt that people
took a genuine interest in me and I hadn't
4

felt

that before."

He

decided to come to George Fox.
While here, he became involved in a

was even a Christian.
as the World Vision

quartet before he

known

Later

became quite well
They performed with several
famous personalities and traveled
throughout the world singing for Youth

Quartet, this group

courage and help the individual.

known.

for Christ, Billy-

World

Graham

Crusades, and

Vision.

Ron became interested in being a
chaplain after doing work with high
school and college young people and
ministering to them through the quartet.
He has also been in the service and
observed chaplains there. He accepted a
chaplaincy at West Point of the West in
Glendora, California. Then a desire to
work with individuals brought him to
George Fox. He has been here twelve
w
years.
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